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Abstract. This paper deals with the blind separation problem of MultiInput Multi-Output (MIMO) convolutive mixtures. Previously, we presented some algorithms based on mutually referenced criterion to separate MIMO convolutive mixtures. However, the proposed algorithms are time consuming and they need a lot of computation efforts. It is obvious that the computation efforts can be reduced as well the convergence time when the adaptive algorithms are well initialized. To choose the best starting point of these algorithms, we propose here a direct and batch minimization of the proposed criteria.
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Introduction



The blind separation of sources (BSS) (or the Independent Component Analysis ”ICA”) problem consists of the estimation of the unknown input signals of an unknown channel using only the output signals of that channel (i.e., the observed signals or the mixing signals) [1, 2]. The sources are assumed to be statistically independent from each other [3]. Recently, that problem has been addressed and applied in many different situations [4] such as speech enhancement [5], separation of seismic signals [6], sources separation method applied to nuclear reactor monitoring [7], airport surveillance [8], noise removal from biomedical signals [9], and some radar applications have been addressed in [10]. Generally, the transmission channel is considered to be a memoryless channel (i.e., the case of an instantaneous mixture) or a matrix of linear filters (i.e. in the convolutive mixture case). Since 1985, many algorithms have been proposed to solve the ICA problem [11–15]. The criteria of those algorithms have generally been based on high-order statistics [16–18]. Recently, by using only second-order statistics, some subspace methods that blindly separate the sources in the case of convolutive mixtures have been explored [19, 20]. In previous work, we proposed two subspace approaches using LMS [20, 21] or a conjugate gradient algorithm [22] to minimize subspace criteria. Those criteria were derived from the generalization of the method proposed by Gesbert et C.G. Puntonet and A. Perieto (Eds.): ICA 2004, LNCS 3195, pp. 453-460, 2004 c
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al. [23] for blind identification1 . The main advantage of such algorithms is that one can identify almost all parameters of the mixing filters using only second order statistics. The major drawbacks of the previous proposed algorithms are computation efforts and time consuming algorithms. In fact, the convergence of these algorithms is very slow and it can be improved by better choice of algorithm initialization parameters. In the following we discuss some initialization scenarios.
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Channel Model, Assumptions and Background



Let S(n) denotes the p unknown sources which are statistically independent from each other. Y (n) is the q × 1 observed vector, see Fig. 1. The relationship between S(n) and Y (n) is given by : Y (n) = [H(z)]S(n)



(1)



where H(z) stands for the channel effect. In the case of convolutive mixture, H(z) = (hij (z)) becomes a q × p complex polynomial matrix. In the following, we consider that the channel is a linear and causal one and that the coefficients hij (z) are RIF filter. Let M denotes the degree of the channel which is the highest degree of hij (z). The previous equation (1) can be rewritten as: Y (n) =



M X



H(i)S(n − i)



(2)



i=0



Here H(i) denotes the q × p real constant matrix corresponding to the impulse response of the channel at time i and S(n − i) is the p × 1 source vector at time (n − i). Considering (N + 1) observations of the mixture vector (N > q) and 1



In the identification problem, the authors generally assume that there is only one source and that the source is an independent and identically distributed (iid) signal.
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  , (3)



model (2) can be rewritten as: YN (n) = TN (H)SM+N (n),



(4)



where the q(N + 1) × p(M + N + 1) matrix TN (H) is the Sylvester matrix corresponding to H(z). In reference [24], the Sylvester matrix is given by:   H(0) H(1) H(2) · · · H(M ) 0 0 ··· 0  ..   0 H(0) H(1) · · · H(M − 1) H(M ) 0 . . . .   . TN (H) =  . (5)  .. .. .. .. .. .. ..  .. . . . . . . . 0  0 ··· ··· ··· 0 H(0) H(1) · · · H(M ) Under some mild and realistic assumptions [19] (i.e the number of sensors is larger than the number of sources q > p and H(z) is a column-reduced irreducible matrix), we proposed in [20] a subspace separation algorithm based on the identification algorithm proposed by Gesbert et al. in [23, 25]. That algorithm consists of two steps: – A blind identification step is done by minimizing a second order criterion C(G) = E k(I 0)GYN (n) − (0



I)GYN (n + 1)k2 .



(6)



Here, E stands for the expectation, G denotes a p(M + N + 1) × q(N + 1) real matrix and I is the (M + N )p × (M + N )p identity matrix. It has been shown in [20] that the above minimization leads to a matrix G⋆ such: Perf = G⋆ TN (H) = diag(A, · · · , A),



(7)



where Perf denotes the performance matrix and A is any p × p matrix. – It is clear that the first step does not achieve the separation due to fact that the residual matrix A isn’t a general permutation matrix [3]. Therefore, one should apply any high order statistics BSS algorithm of instantaneous mixtures (we used different algorithms as [13, 26]). Later on, we derived another algorithm based on the same criterion [27]. In [27], we proved the type and the uniqueness of solution (7). We should mention that equation (7) can lead us to an spurious solution G. To avoid such solution, the minimization of equation (6) has be done with respect to a consistent constraint, please see [27]: G1 RY (n)GT1 = Ip ,



(8)
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where Gi is the ith block row p × q(N + 1) of G, RY (n) = EYN (n)YN (n)T is the covariance matrix of YN (n) and Ip is a p × p identity matrix. If the above constraint is satisfied and G1 is such that G1 YN (n) = AS(n), then: G1 RY (n)GT1 = ARS (n)AT = Ip ,



(9)



T



where RS (n) = ES(n)S(n) is the source covariance matrix. RS (n) is a full rank diagonal matrix as a result of the statistical independence of the p sources from each other. When equation (9) is satisfied, matrix A becomes invertible.



3



Batch Algorithm



To improve the performance and the convergence speed of the previous proposed algorithms [20, 27], one can at first simplify the constraint. Actually, the proposed constraint (8) is equivalent to p equations. That constraint can be easily change to one equation constraint such as: ||G1 RY (n)GT1 || = 1



(10)



Another constraint can also be derived as: det{G1 RY (n)GT1 } = 1



(11)



One should mention that the last two equations (10) and (11) can avoid spurious solutions as well as done the first constraint. In addition, the constant ”1” used in both equations can be change to any other positive number since that will be reduced to a simple normalization of the residual matrix A. 3.1



Criterion Minimization



Using the criterion derivative found in [20], we can prove that the minimization of the criterion is equivalent to the following matrix equation system: G1 RY (n) = G2 RTY (n + 1) 2G2 RY (n) = G3 RTY (n + 1) + G1 RY (n + 1) .. . 2Gi RY (n) = Gi+1 RTY (n + 1) + Gi−1 RY (n + 1) .. .



(12)



GM+N +1 RY (n) = GM+N RTY (n + 1) Here RY (n) = EYN (n)YN (n + 1)T is the correlation matrix of YN (n) and YN (n + 1). Under the channel assumptions considered in the previous section, Sylvester matrix TN (H) becomes a full rank matrix [27]. Using the previous statement, the
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fact that the sources are supposed to be persistently exciting and the definition of RY (n) one can easily prove that Rank(RY (n)) = (M + N + 1)p. Hence, one can find using a SVD decomposition two matrices U and V such that U is a q(N +1)×(M +N +1)p left invertible matrix and V is a (M +N +1)p×q(N +1) right invertible matrix. Let V† be the right pseudo-inverse matrix of V and let us denote P = RTY (n + 1)V† and Q = RY (n + 1)V† , then system (12) becomes: G1 U = G2 P 2G2 U = G3 P + G1 Q .. . 2Gi U = Gi+1 P + Gi−1 Q .. .



(13)



GM+N +1 U = GM+N Q To minimize the criterion, one can solve the above matrix equation system (13). 3.2



Analytical Solution



In this subsection, an analytical solution of system (13) is given. Using the fact that U is a full rank matrix and a QR decomposition [28], one can find an orthogonal matrix L and an upper triangular matrix R such that U = LR. System (13) can then be rewritten as ˜ 1R = G ˜ 2P ˜ G ˜ 2R = G ˜ 3P ˜ +G ˜ 1Q ˜ 2G .. . ˜ iR = G ˜ i+1 P ˜ +G ˜ i−1 Q ˜ 2G .. . ˜ M+N +1 R = G ˜ M+N Q ˜ G



(14)



˜ i = Gi LT , P ˜ = PT P and Q ˜ = QT Q. Since R is a full rank upper Where G triangular matrix, then without loss of generality one can write   ¯ R (15) R= 0 where 0 is a zero matrix of appropriate dimensions. Let us decompose the three ˜ Q ˜ and G ˜ i as following matrices P,   ˜1 P ˜ P= ˜ P2   ˜ ˜ = Q1 Q (16) ˜2 Q  ˜i = g ˜i G ˜i X
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where the different sub-matrices are of appropriate dimensions. Using equations (14) and (16), one can write ¯1 + X ˜ 2P ¯2 ˜1 = g ˜2 P g ¯1 + X ˜ 3P ¯2 + g ¯1 +X ˜ 1Q ¯2 ˜3 P ˜1 Q 2˜ g2 R = g .. . ¯1 + X ˜ i+1 P ¯2 + g ¯1 +X ˜ i−1 Q ¯2 ˜i+1 P ˜i−1 Q 2˜ gi R = g .. . ¯1 +g ¯2 ˜M+N +1 R = g ˜M+N Q ˜ M+N Q g



(17)



¯ iR ¯ =P ˜ i and Q ¯ iQ ¯ =Q ˜ i. where P Theoretically, any solution of the previous system (17) can minimize the proposed criterion. We should mention here that system (17) contents M +N +1 ˜ i ) which ˜i and X matrix equations and 2(M + N + 1) unknown matrices (i.e. g means that we have many solutions. These solutions are natural solutions (up to permutation and scale polynomial filter) and spurious solution as mentioned in the previous section.



3.3



Simplified Approximation



In [29], RY (n) is considered to be a full rank matrix (i.e the channel is noisy one), then system (12) with respect of the constraint can be be solved as following D(i+1) = B(2I − Di A)−1 GM+N −i−1 = GM+N −i−2 Di



(18) (19)



−1 T where D0 = B = RN (n + 1)R−1 N (n) and A = RN (n + 1)RN (n). It is proved that with a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) over 15dB, the previous system (19) can give satisfactory results. Due to limitation of page number, Another simplified approximation of he system (17) has been omitted.
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Conclusion



In this paper, a batch mutually algorithm for MIMO convolutive mixtures is presented. Generally, the batch algorithms have several advantages over adaptive algorithms from computation efforts and time point of view. However, they are very sensitive to noisy channel and to the estimation errors of the different needed parameters. Therefore, they are promising solutions to solve the initialization problems of adaptive algorithms and to improve also their performances.
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